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1. Introduction  
 

The tourism industry and its weaknesses  

The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) defines tourism as a phenomenon of social, cultural, 

and economic nature involving the movement of people for personal or professional purposes to 

countries or places outside of their usual environment.1 

The tourism industry has proven to be extremely sensitive to any type of negative events, for 

example geo-political conflicts, terror acts, crime rates, climate change and pandemics (Blackman 

et al., 2011, p.337; Ghoochani et al., 2020, p.746). Due to COVID-19 pandemic, the last two years 

(2020 and 2021) have been challenging regardless of the sector and almost all industries have 

suffered severe losses. Tourism, however, has been one of the most affected sectors for which the 

impact of COVID-19 pandemic has been so far the most devastating economic crises in recent 

history (Hall et al. 2020; UNWTO 2020). 

In 2020 many countries ended up closing their borders, others imposed a variety of safety measures 

such as quarantine upon and after arrival or compulsory COVID-testing. Measures have varied 

and each country has made individual decisions on what restrictions to impose. Some countries 

chose more liberal actions by allowing traveling under certain conditions or entirely freely and did 

not close their borders, others established restrictions for specific countries and others restricted 

the border crossing for tourism purposes entirely. The situation keeps changing and so do the state 

specific restrictions.  

During 2021 the COVID-19 situation has also been quite unstable for the tourism sector despite 

the rising vaccination rates and the creation of the EU Digital Covid Certificate, which is 

recognized by EU 27 + Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland2. According to UNWTO, 

“The biggest crisis in the history of tourism continues into a second year” and despite the minor 

rise in international travel in May 2021, the new COVID-19 variants made the situation even more 

 
1 https://www.unwto.org/glossary-tourism-terms 

2 https://europa.eu/youreurope/citizens/travel/travel-and-covid/iceland/index_en.htm 
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complicated.3 However, there have been some positive developments in the sphere of international 

tourism compared to 2020 and it seems that very slowly but steadily the tourism industry is 

recovering. For instance, according to data of the European Commission, as of 31.8.2021, 70% of 

all adult citizens of the EU have been vaccinated4. Another factor that needs to be considered is 

the fact that people got used to living in times of pandemic, since the coronavirus has been around 

for more than a year and travelling during 2021 has not been seen anymore as something 

exceptional and entirely negative. According to the UNWTO Secretary-General Zurab 

Pololikashvili: Restarting of tourism depends strongly on accelerating the pace of vaccination 

worldwide, working on effective coordination and communication on ever changing travel 

restrictions and developing digital tools to facilitate mobility.5 The paramount importance of 

communication and credible information in handling crises has been highlighted by various studies 

(Glaesser, 2003, p.234; Vukajlović et al. 2019, p. 38; van Zoonen & van der Meer, 2015, p.372). 

The current study focuses on the way COVID-19 has influenced the official tourism 

communication of Iceland. I focus on case-studying Iceland due to the country’s heavy dependance 

on tourism. The research analyzes Iceland’s official advertisements from 2020 and 2021 while 

comparing them to their pre-Covid advertisement campaign from 2019. By doing so I aim to 

answering the following research questions:  

• What types of appeals and visual rhetoric techniques is Iceland using for branding itself 

during the COVID-19 crisis? Do they differ from the ones from 2019? 

• What is the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on Iceland’s tourism advertising?  

• Is the pandemic shaping new values and desired tourism behavior? 

2. The influence of COVID-19 on advertising and on Nordic tourism  
COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by a variation of a coronavirus, which was first 

announced by The World Health Organization (WHO) on 31 December 2019,  following a cluster 

of cases of ‘viral pneumonia’ in Wuhan, People’s Republic of China.6 Interestingly enough, the  

WHO claims that the spread of the COVID-19 virus can be prevented and slowed down best with 

 
3 https://www.unwto.org/taxonomy/term/347 
4 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_4362 
5 https://www.unwto.org/international-travel-largely-on-hold-despite-uptick-in-may 
6 https://www.who.int/emergencies/disease-outbreak-news/item/2020-DON229 
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the help of reliable information about the disease, its causes and the way it spreads.7 Being in line 

with WHO’s recommendation, the highlighting of the importance of information during the 

COVID-19 crisis, results in more adequate and reliable communication, thus tourism advertisers 

need to consider what appeals are suitable for the concrete situation and whether the usual 

advertising strategies would work in times of pandemic. 

2.1. Tourism advertising during the COVID-19 pandemic 
Ioannides and Gyimóthy (2020, p.4) suggested that COVID-19 pandemic can lead to either a 

gradual return to the pre-crisis trajectory, or to radical change in the way we are travelling. During 

2021, since the crisis could not be resolved and new variants of the virus appeared, neither a return 

to pre-crisis trajectory, nor a radical change in the way we are traveling were observed, because 

international traveling has been still majorly restricted. However, changes in the way of traveling 

are evident – people are wearing face masks, practicing social distancing, choosing less popular 

travel destinations or travel locally, and use their vaccination certificates (Zenker & Kock, 2020, 

p.3). As for tourism advertising the change is also quite obvious at many levels – the content of 

the message, the advertised values, even the goals of the advertising have slightly changed from 

promoting immediate action (travelling as we knew it with all its social aspects) to putting the 

focus on safety, planning and suggesting unusual ways of travelling, for example online visits.  

The variety of country specific policies has affected tourism advertisements in various ways. 

Advertising can be simply defined as a form of marketing communication which uses open 

sponsorship and presents a non-personal message to promote or sell a product, service, or idea 

(Manglik, 2019 p.583). However, how does one sell the idea of travelling when travel is not 

recommended at all? The tourism industry has been put into an extremely challenging position – 

a moral and financial dilemma.  

As mentioned before, the measures related to tourism restrictions have been mostly taken on a 

country specific level, despite some general suggestions and recommendations from the EU. The 

decisions made by the state in general play a crucial role in role in tourism management, planning 

and development. This way of operating is especially evident in the Nordic countries where the 

state is strongly involved in the social, regional, and economic development (Hall, Müller, 

 
7 https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/question-and-answers-hub/q-

adetail/coronavirus-disease-covid-19 2 https://www.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus#tab=tab_ 
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Saarinen, 2008, p.52). During the COVID-19 pandemic, some countries completely ignored the 

existence of the coronavirus in their advertising videos, others used it as a main motif of why their 

country is worth visiting during or right after the exceptional times. Most of the Nordic countries 

– Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Finland put special focus on alternative travel opportunities in their 

official advertisement videos. The only Nordic country which decided to follow a different line 

during 2020 was Denmark. In 2020, they did not create any tourism advertisement in English 

language and focused on promoting local tourism.  

2.2. The Nordic countries and their tourism advertising strategies 
There was a huge drop of 78% in the number of nights spent in tourist accommodation in April 

2020 and a 38% drop in first 5 months of 2020 compared to the previous year in all Nordic 

countries- Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden (Ianioglo & Rissanen, 2020, p.6). 

The Nordic countries and the autonomous countries in the Nordic region took different approaches 

regarding travel policies and advertisements during the COVID-19 crisis. However, the effect of 

the pandemic influenced or was a main motif in all Nordic countries’ advertising strategies (except 

Denmark).  

One of the Nordic countries - Iceland, stands out both when it comes to the economic importance 

of tourism and when it comes to their advertising campaign during the COVID-19-years 2020 and 

2021. Firstly, Iceland’s geographic isolation is a key factor which plays both a negative and 

positive role when it comes to the pandemic, because being an island could mean that the country 

is safer because the access to it is limited naturally. On the other hand, if a sudden rise in the 

number of cases of COVID-19 happens, the spread of the virus could happen faster. A second 

factor that differentiates Iceland from the other Nordic countries is the small domestic population 

of just 344 376 people (data from 25.11.2021)8. Lastly and most importantly, Iceland’s economy 

is heavily dependent on tourism unlike for example Norway’s, Denmark’s, and Finland’s. 

Although tourism’s importance is growing in all Nordic countries, only in Iceland it forms 9% of 

country’s GDP (Gross Domestic Product), thus making it the fourth most dependent country on 

 
8 https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/iceland-population/   
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tourism in Europe right after Spain, Croatia, and Montenegro. The only other Nordic country 

which is so dependent on tourism is Sweden with 7% of their GDP coming from that industry.9  

What is more, while international tourism has been put to a halt, Iceland’s government has been 

investing in tourism infrastructure. Another measure taken is the encouragement of domestic 

tourism. Iceland’s government is investing more than $9 million in a program that distributes free 

travel vouchers to Icelandic citizens and residents.4 

During the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic, Iceland’s official tourism advertisers developed a unique 

marketing campaign called ‘Let it out’, involving scream therapy. After the remarkable success of 

the campaign and about 8 million views in YouTube and 26 400 000 hits in Google search, they 

produced another creative invention: The joyscroll10, a platform which simulates scrolling through 

a newsfeed. However, instead of negative news and scary statistics, The joyscroll offers soothing 

nature sceneries, sounds, music, food and other positive things and customs from Iceland. The 

joyscroll was accompanied by a promotional video which encouraged viewers to try it themselves 

and to share it on social media. Moreover, they did not forget the locals and developed the 

campaign ‘Island — komdu med!’ or “Iceland — come join us!” which advertised the possibility 

for locals to explore Iceland, supported by travel vouchers provided by the government. 

During 2021, the Covid-19 pandemic has been a leitmotif in Iceland’s advertising campaign. The 

last years’ slogan: “Looks like you need Iceland” developed into “Looks like you need an 

adventure”. In the video from 2021, Icelandic tourism is presented as the well-deserved adventure 

after a year of sitting on the couch in sweatpants. Sweatpants are the main character in the song 

which in the end, with help from Icelandic designers, are recycled and turned into boots for 

adventures. The former sweatpants, now boots, then appear again in beautiful videos representing 

the different tourism attractions of Iceland. 

All in all, the economic importance of tourism for Iceland, the numerous marketing awards they 

have won through the years, and their innovative ways of advertising, make the country a good 

case-study material for benchmarking successful advertising techniques also during the COVID-

19 pandemic.  

 
9 https://www.unwto.org/international-tourism-and-covid-19  
10 https://joyscroll.lookslikeyouneediceland.com/ 
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3. Theoretical background – key concepts 
At the most general level advertising can be defined as а paid form of presentation and promotion 

of goods, ideas, or services by a sponsor (Kotler & Armstrong, 2018, p.452). The promotion of 

ideas, goods and services aims at either persuading the customers that their needs can be satisfied 

by the concrete product/service or at creating new needs, and meanings to justify these needs 

(Schroeder & Borgerson, 2005, p.1). The customer’s needs are influenced strongly by economic, 

societal, personal, and cultural events. Any type of crisis affects and rearranges the importance and 

even the existence of certain needs and values, and so did the COVID-19 pandemic. According to 

Glaesser (2003, p.241), during a crisis, advertising should provide relevant and credible 

information. Taking the COVID-19 situation into a commercial’s (visual, symbolic, or textual) 

message, could make the advertisement appear more trustworthy and create the idea of safety, 

which could turn a certain service (in the case of tourism – destination) into being more attractive 

than other.  

In times of crisis usually the problem anyone is facing is a lack of certainty and information. Thus, 

this is exactly what the consumer needs and wants, any type of persuasive communication should 

aim at satisfying the need for certainty, safety, and reliability. As Shimp & Andrews (2013, p. 260) 

write, effective advertising is the one that takes the consumer’s view and attempts to satisfy the 

consumer’s needs, wants, and values, rather than the market’s. Thus, in my view effective 

advertising during a pandemic should include distinct types of messages, changing the focus from 

the market to the customer. 

What is more, during a crisis, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, advertising does not only have 

the task to inform people about the opportunity to travel to a certain destination, but it also aims at 

enhancing the image of that destination and making it memorable. By doing so, the advertisements 

could affect the recipient’s behavior using certain methods of communication (Glaesser, 2003 

p.241). In the case of tourism advertising this would mean making certain destination preferable 

than other. 

3.1. Advertising objectives 
According to Kotler and Armstrong (2018, p.452), there are three possible advertising objectives: 

to inform, to persuade and to remind of a familiar product or service. Informative advertising’s 

objectives are communicating customer value, suggesting new use for a product, informing the 
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market of a price change, explaining how a product works, telling the market about a new product, 

building a brand and company image. Persuasive advertising aims at building brand preference, 

encouraging switching to a brand, changing customer perceptions of product value, persuading 

customers to purchase now, creating customer engagement, building brand community. Reminder 

advertising’s objectives are maintaining customer relationships, reminding customers that the 

product may be needed soon, reminding where to buy the product, keeping the brand in the 

customer’s mind during off-seasons. In my analysis, I will investigate what are the advertising 

objectives of Iceland’s tourism campaign during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

3.2. Elements of advertising 
An advertisement consists of several important elements. On structural level, they could be divided 

into textual and visual, which influence one another and together create a meaning. Those elements 

function synergistically. According to Blommaert (2004, p.3), when talking about advertising ‘the 

textual (content) cannot be separated from the visual (form)’. 

There are three important elements when it comes to the content of an advertisement, which are 

related to the advertising objectives – information, rational stimulus, and emphasis (Shimp & 

Andrews, 2013, p. 261). Information refers to whether the advertiser has any important news to 

share with the world. In the case of the years 2020 and 2021, information and newsworthiness are 

crucial due to the various health and travel restrictions. The Rational stimulus summarizes the 

“reason why” one should purchase or consider the advertised product/service. The reasons why in 

tourism advertising are usually related to adventure, relaxation, and pleasure. During the 

pandemic, however, an important rational stimulus is namely safety. The third element is 

emphasis, which focuses on repeating a single theme or aspect of the product. The emphasis, 

however, could lead to irritation, especially nowadays when it seems that there is information 

clutter and too many advertisements everywhere. In the current situation, to not be annoying or 

ignored, an advertisement may need to be more creative. 

3.3. Creative advertising 
Although the advertising industry is generally considered to be a creative industry, it is difficult to 

identify or define what a creative advertisement consists of. However, if an advertisement aims at 

standing out and attracting the consumer’s attention, it needs to be original and creative. There are 

three features which are considered as elements of creative advertisement known as the ‘CAN’ 
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elements - connectedness, appropriateness, and novelty (Shimp & Andrews, 2013, p. 262); 

connectedness refers to the levels of empathy incorporated in the advertisement. It examines 

whether the ad creates a bond and is it relevant with the target audience’s basic needs and wants. 

Appropriateness examines if all message elements are coherent and deliver an unambiguous 

message. Appropriateness of the ad refers to the extent to which the message is suitable for 

delivering the brand’s positioning strategy. Novelty depicts the uniqueness and unexpectedness of 

the advertisement. It draws consumers’ attention to an ad “so that they engage in more effortful 

information processing, such as attempting to comprehend the meaning of the advertised brand. 

Madison & Vine is yet another interesting term which describes and justifies the effort to make 

creative advertisements. It basically means merging of advertising and entertainment, aiming at 

making the advertisement distinguishable from the rest (Kotler & Armstrong, 2018, p.458). 

Iceland’s advertisements have always been a lot more than a simple motivational message 

combined with beautiful pictures, something which is quite typical for tourism advertisements. 

Their advertisements usually involve the viewer to actively participate in some event. Iceland’s 

last campaigns included singing a karaoke song in Icelandic during 2018, tasting and ranking 

Icelandic tap water during 2019, letting the stress out via recording of screams in 2020, and lastly 

turning sweatpants into walking shoes in 2021.  

The idea of what is effective, successful, or engaging can vary from culture to culture (Shimp & 

Andrews, 2013, p. 261). Some topics and themes are, however, beyond cultural. For instance, the 

COVID-19 pandemic, unfortunately became a global issue and affected people from all 

nationalities and cultures, all over the globe. There is no culture which does not value health and 

safety, thus I consider that any advertisement which tackled COVID-19 health related topics, is 

universally important and understandable. For the purpose of this study, I understand values as 

shared conceptions of the good (Aarts et. al, 2021, p.9). Moreover, values and their expressions 

are at the core of governance and decision-making (Hall, 2019, p.1050). Thus, investigating values 

reflected in tourism advertising, could determine trends and paradigm shifts.  

According to Kotler & Armstrong (2018, p.460) people’s reaction and attitude to a certain 

advertisement depends on whether they believe they will benefit from engaging or not. Therefore, 

in order to develop an effective and engaging message strategy, advertisers should identify what 

are the needs and what benefits the customer the most and use it as advertising appeals. 
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3.4. The advertising appeals 
The advertising appeals are crucial elements of each advertisement. They are part of the narrative 

strategy/message strategy of each advertisement (Mortimer, 2008, p.104) and influence the 

effectiveness of the advertisement. They attract the attention of the consumer, raise awareness of 

the product/service, and create an attitude towards the product, which may result in a change of 

the behavior of the buyer (Moriarty, 1991, p. 79). Choosing the most suitable advertising appeal 

is of paramount importance to the success of the advertisement. 

There are many classifications of the advertising appeals. However, at the broadest level, 

advertising appeals are divided into rational and emotional (Mortimer, 2008; Li, 2019). Kazmi and 

Batra (2009, p.124) add to the rational and emotional, the category of moral appeals. They say that 

moral appeals aim at drawing attention to what is right. The appeals are the core of the 

advertisement, and they convey the most important message. 

Emotional appeals 

Emotional appeals aim at the psychological or social needs of the consumer by causing positive or 

negative emotions. Emotions are vital to advertising and have an influence on the consumer’s 

reaction towards the advertisement. One reason for that, according to Li (2019, p.1) is that people 

usually respond to advertising unconsciously and intuitively, this happens even more often if the 

message features an emotional appeal.  

Emotional appeals are divided into many categories, for instance: positive (e.g., warmth, 

friendship, or love as a reward for compliance) or negative (e.g., guilt, shame, fear, or fear for 

noncompliance) (Taute et al, 2011, p.31). A perfect example of products which are often advertised 

by utilizing the fear appeal are mouthwashes, deodorants, toothpastes, and other hygiene products. 

By emphasizing the social disapproval or shame customers may face if they do not meet some 

hygienic standards, advertisers utilize the fear appeal (Shimp and Andrew, 2013, p.299). 

There are also different fear appeals, for instance physical fear, social fear, economic fear, self-

esteem fear (Bartikowski, Laroche, & Richard 2019, p. 234). Fear is certainly important when 

dealing with tourism advertising during pandemic. Therefore, I am also researching whether fear 

is visible in the advertisements of Iceland. 
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Apart from this classification, marketing literature divides emotional appeals depending on the 

emotion they reflect. Among the most used emotional appeals are humor, pride, joy, adventure, 

health, prestige, sex, hope, safety, positive expectations, status, and affection. (Grigaliunaite and 

Pilelienė, 2016, p. 392; Kazmi and Batra, 2009 p.124) 

The fact that there are various emotional appeal categories proves that not all emotional advertising 

is the same and that different emotional appeals cause different responses and lead to various 

communication effects (Li, 2009, p.2). This is why, I analyze not only whether the appeals used in 

Iceland’s ads from 2019, 2020 and 2021 are emotional or rational, but also what categories of 

appeals do we find in them and does the emotion correspond to the pandemic situation. 

Rational appeals 

The usage of rational appeals is not uncommon in tourism advertisements. Rational appeals 

include concrete, factual information for example about the offered services and highlight quality, 

value, and efficiency by using reason (Li, 2009, p.4; Kotler et al., 2005, p.732). Rational appeals 

are sometimes referred to as informational appeals and emphasize the practical need for the product 

or service (Grigaliunaite and Pilelienė, 2016, p. 393). 

Rational appeals can also be divided into various categories. For example, Kazmi and Batra (2009, 

p.391-392) classify them as feature appeal (provides information about important attributes of the 

product/service), competitive advantage appeal (when directly or indirectly compare the 

product/brand to another), favorable price advantage appeal (attractive price offer), news appeal 

(informs about important updates or improvements) and product popularity appeal (they point out 

the connection between the wide usage of the product to the level of content of the customers with 

the product/service). In summary, rational appeals are utilized when the advertisement states the 

price of the product or service, its quality, function, material, any concrete data about the product, 

packaging and so on.  

3.5. Humorous advertisements 
Many advertisements contain some sort of humor which has proved to attract consumers’ attention. 

Moreover, humor increases the likeability of the advertisement and creates emotional bonds. It is 

also said to rise the popularity of the advertisement and thus of the product (Primanto & 

Dharmmesta, 2019, p.116). 
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There are numerous examples of advertisements using humorous appeals. However, an extremely 

popular and award-winning example of an advertisement, which became viral is the one of 

Melbourne’s metro called ‘Dumb ways to die’11. The advertisement campaigns aimed at increasing 

the safety around trains and decreasing the number of suicides. Despite the topic being profoundly 

serious, the advertisement uses a catchy song accompanied by cute animation characters, who sing 

about what different ‘dumb ways to die’ there are, including jumping in front of a metro train. 

Iceland uses similar strategy to communicate the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic on 

people’s mental health. 

Because humor is a widely used appeal, it is also studied a lot by researchers. In the book 

Advertising Promotion and Other Aspects of Integrated Marketing Communications (2013, p. 

298), Shimp and Andrews summarize what are the general results from academic research on the 

effect of humor to the following: Humor attracts attention to advertisements, and it can elevate 

consumers’ recall of message points in advertisements. It enhances liking of the advertisement and 

of the advertised brand. However, humor is not a universal treatment, because the nature of the 

product affects the appropriateness of using humor. The authors also highlight that humor is used 

more successfully with products that are more feeling-oriented, or experiential such as tourism. 

Iceland’s tourism advertisements have usually counted on humor as one of the main persuasive 

strategies. They did not make exceptions during the ‘exceptional times’ and once more focused on 

humorous advertising. 

Humorous advertisements have also been subject to classification. One classification suggests that 

they are divided into emotion, cognition and society-oriented: In emotion-oriented advertisements, 

humor is understood as a mechanism for letting out suppressed emotions. Cognition-oriented 

humorous advertising plays with the viewers’ expectations by utilizing inconsistent and surprising 

messages. This strategy invites the audience to try to find explanations of the surprising messages, 

once the answer is found, the feeling of humor appears. Society-oriented humorous advertisement 

on the other hand is based on superiority theory or laughing at others. Usually, such advertisements 

include irony (Chang & Chang, 2014, p.9207). 

 
11 https://youtu.be/IJNR2EpS0jw 
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There is not yet a consensus reached whether rational or emotional appeals are more effective 

when it comes to tourism. Some researchers have found that emotional appeals are more utilized 

in the tourism industry, firstly because traveling is a hedonic experience (Li, 2009, p.787; 

Cervellon & Galipienzo, 2015, pp. 433-435), secondly because tourism is experiential and lastly, 

because one cannot truly experience the destination, before making the purchase. Further, 

according to Glaesser (2003, p.14), tourism primarily works with imaginary values and promises 

of making dreams come true. In my view, when it comes to imaginary values and dreams, then 

emotions are the logical path to the heart of the consumer. 

However, rational appeals are considered more trustworthy because they provide concrete 

information about the service. According to Albers-Miller and Stafford (1999, p.42), rational 

appeal advertising reduces consumers’ doubts and uncertainty about the service. Thus, choosing 

the correct appeal depends on many factors – the target group, the product, and the political, social 

and area-specific context. In the context of pandemic, choosing the right appeal is an even more 

challenging task because the needs of the customers are changing, the values of products and 

services are being redefined and customer behavior is dependent on many outside factors.  

4. Data and Methodology 
This research’s data consists of the official tourism commercials of Iceland from 2019, 2020 and 

2021, as well as the website The joyscroll12. The advertisements are published in the official 

tourism channel of the country on YouTube and on their official site: Visiticeland.com. The data 

was found by applying the following key words: Country name + tourism. Moreover, to receive 

results uploaded in the years of interest, I applied the filter ‘Uploaded in 2019/ 2020 / 2021’.  

To illustrate my data, I screenshotted and scripted the speaks of the official tourism advertisements 

of Iceland from 2019, 2020 and 2021. In my analysis I use the original titles of the advertisements 

as section titles. 

To answer my research questions, I utilize mixed methods. Firstly, I use qualitative content 

analysis (QCA) of the appeals in combination with critical visual analysis (CVA) to identify what 

 
12 https://joyscroll.lookslikeyouneediceland.com/ 
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types of advertising appeals are being utilized, dividing them into rational or emotional and further 

to what type of rational or emotional appeals they belong.  

Qualitative content analysis (QCA) is a popular method for analyzing qualitative data and 

interpreting its meaning  in a systematic way (Schreier, 2012, p.1). According to Mortimer (2018, 

p.106), QCA is an observational research method suitable for examining a wide range of 

communication forms such as advertising and printed materials. Further, this method is used to 

identify the intentions and other characteristics of the communicator, reflect cultural patterns of 

groups, institutions, or societies, and describe trends in communication content (Weber, 1990, 

p.10). Thus, qualitative content analysis is a suitable method for answering my research questions 

which reflect on trends and cultural patterns, needs and intentions during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Secondly, I examine the visual elements and symbols used, because as Blommaert (2004, p.3) 

points out when talking about advertising the textual and the visual are intertwined and cannot be 

separated from one another. Further he states that “None of the components of the advertisement 

is arbitrary, but none of them is meaningful in itself: the object we call ‘discourse’ here is the total 

layout of the advertisement, the total set of features - in short, it is the advertisement, not the text 

or the images”. For the visual analysis, I chose to use the Critical visual analysis (CVA) method. 

Critical visual analysis is a qualitative method for researching advertising images and films which 

is based on the theory of visual consumption. CVA demonstrates the way cultural codes and 

representations found in contemporary marketing images transmit visual, historical, and rhetorical 

meanings (Schroeder 2006, p. 303). Since the range of my master’s thesis is limited, I am going to 

focus my CVA to three dimensions which often appear in tourism advertisement – landscape, 

people, and heritage (Campelo et al., 2011, p.3). When analyzing tourism advertisements, it is 

especially important to pay attention to the visuals, to consider what are we being shown and why, 

because visual rhetoric influences what people know, think, and believe of the certain destination. 

By introducing places and customs to the viewers, visual rhetoric creates a sense of familiarity and 

closeness even if the person has never visited the concrete destination (Schroeder and Borgerson 

2005, p.1). Visual rhetoric can also build a desirable image in the head of the viewer of the concrete 

place and subconsciously affect the choice of their next travel destination. The marketing of 

destinations and place branding does not only generate awareness and encourage traveling. 

According to Campelo et al. (2011, p.11), the rhetoric of visual advertising campaigns reinforces 

https://journals.sagepub.com/reader/content/1793048139a/10.1177/2158244014522633/format/epub/EPUB/xhtml/index.xhtml#bibr41-2158244014522633
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the identity and uniqueness of destinations, however, it also reassures the people of the values, 

symbols, and meanings of their own culture. This paper researches whether the COVID-19 

pandemic has influenced the representations of people, landscape, values, and heritage in Iceland’s 

advertising campaign and in what way. 

The usage of mixed methods, combining qualitative content analysis with critical visual analysis, 

provides a clearer and more diverse picture of the motives, reasons, and goals of Iceland’s 

advertising campaigns. As McQuarrie and Mick (1992), Creswell (2003) and Campelo (2011) 

write, when using a methodology consisting of mixed and multiple methods, the research benefits 

from the synergistic insights that can be found thanks to the combination of approaches. By 

combining analyses of the textual, visual, and overall meanings of the advertisements, I answer 

the following research questions:  

What types of appeals and visual rhetoric techniques is Iceland using for branding itself during the 

COVID-19 pandemic? Do they differ from the ones from 2019? 

What is the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on Iceland’s tourism advertising? 

Is the pandemic shaping new values and desired tourism behavior? 

5. Analysis 
Inspired by Iceland is a public-private communication platform to promote Iceland and Icelandic 

products. It is owned and operated by Business Iceland. The Department of Tourism at the Ministry 

of Industries and Innovation has several agreements with Business Iceland regarding the 

promotion and marketing of Iceland in general and specifically as a tourism destination. 13  

Inspired by Iceland utilizes several platforms and social media webpages such as the official site: 

https://visiticeland.com/, a Facebook page14, a Twitter page15, an Instagram page16 and their 

YouTube channel17 which is my main source of data.  

 
13 https://www.government.is/topics/business-and-industry/tourism-in-iceland/ 
14 https://www.facebook.com/inspiredbyiceland/ 
15 https://twitter.com/iceland/ 
16 https://www.instagram.com/inspiredbyiceland/ 
17 https://www.youtube.com/user/inspiredbyiceland 

https://visiticeland.com/,
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5.1 Pre-pandemic advertising - Motives and appeals used in Iceland’s official 

tourism advertisement from 2019 
During 2019 Inspired by Iceland published two video advertisements and a webinar video series 

introducing Iceland and its seven regions. In my thesis, I analyze only the video advertisements 

due to the topic of my thesis and space limitation.  

“Introducing Kranavatn from Iceland | Drinks are on us” 

The first and main advertisement for 2019 was published on 6.02.2019. Based on Kotler and 

Armstrong’s classification (2018, p. 452), the aim of the advertisement: Introducing Kranavatn 

from Iceland | Drinks are on us is to inform, by telling a story about a valuable product which 

could be found exclusively in Iceland – namely the mysterious drink Kranavatn. When it comes 

to the appeals, the narrative strategy is based on humor and as it later becomes clear the exclusive 

high-quality premium drink which the well-dressed actor is offering turns out to be tap water. This 

type of advertisement is cognition-oriented humorous advertising which surprises the viewers via 

inconsistent and unexpected messages (Chang & Chang, 2014). 

The other appeals which are found in this advertising video could be classified mostly as rational, 

because they emphasize quality, purity, and high standards. Moreover, it is mentioned that the 

Kranavatn is found everywhere in Iceland, and it is entirely free. Those rational appeals could be 

further divided into competitive advantage appeal and favorable price advantage appeal (Kazmi 

and Batra, 2009, p. 391-392). What makes this advertisement memorable is exactly the usage of 

rational appeals which in the end turns into a humorous and unexpected message. What is more, 

there is also an accent put on Icelandic culture, nature, and language. Kranavatn is a product of 

Icelandic nature and all its specific features – glaciers and volcanos: “The unique ingredients used 

to make Kranavatn are the same that formed this glacier thousands of years ago. Only after being 

naturally filtered through layers of lava over the centuries are, they pure enough to meet the high 

standards that make Kranavatn the greatest drink in the world!”, claims the speaker of the 

advertisement. 

The entire humorous message would not been possible to create if it hasn’t been for the unique 

Icelandic language. If viewers knew what Kranavatn actually means, the advertisement would not 

have been that funny and unexpected. Thus, once more after 2018, Icelandic advertisers are playing 

with the strangeness and uniqueness of their language. 
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As for the visual part of the advertisement, I focus my analysis on the most commonly used motives 

used in tourism visuals: landscape, people, and heritage (Campelo et al., 2011, p.3). The wild 

Icelandic landscape is represented in the video by waterfalls, mountains, meadows, glaciers, and 

lava rocks (Figure 1, 5). All the used pictures support and enhance the main character’s words of 

the purity and natural origin of Kranavatn while at the same time show the beauty of Iceland.  

The people do not play a leading role in this advertising video and apart from the speaker and his 

dog (Figure 2) there are no other living creatures. However, this highlights some desirable features 

of Iceland as a tourist destination – it is wild, pure, and not too inhabited (Figure 3, Figure 4). The 

dog represents the wilderness once more, while it also shows the love and appreciation of 

Icelanders for animals. Another thing that needs to be mentioned is the look of the presenter – he 

is young but formally dressed, he obviously loves both the comfort of a sofa and a premium drink 

(Figure 2) in his friend’s company but is at the same time situated in nature, he is Icelandic but 

also of foreign descend. The visual rhetoric of the advertisement is also built based on contrast. 

The heritage aspect of the visual rhetoric in the advertisement is mostly represented via the natural 

richness and the language. 

“It's about time to be Inspired by Iceland” 

The second advertising video of 2019 - It's about time to be Inspired by Iceland, uses a different 

strategy. It looks lot more like a typical tourism advertisement, which features mostly beautiful 

tourist attractions (Figure 6, 10). The video has no voice over speeches. However, it features some 

text. “Inspired by Iceland” is visible during the first half of the video, followed by: “Make the most 

of your holiday; Come and be inspired by Iceland; It’s about time”. The same font and yellow 

letters are visible in the advertisements from 2020 and 2021. Continuity is often seen in Iceland’s 

commercial videos not only when it comes to colors and fonts but also when it comes to the 

strategic message. The second advertisement from 2019 does not mention Kranavatn, but natural 

water resources play a huge role in the visual rhetoric of the advertisement (Figure 6, 8). As for 

the people dimension of the visual rhetoric analysis, young diverse-looking travelers are shown in 

the video (Figure 7, 8, 9). They are exploring nature sights such as mountains, seashore, volcanos, 

and meadows – same locus as in the first advertisement. A difference could be found in the heritage 

dimension, this time the Icelandic language is not mentioned, but we see the typical Icelandic crafts 

such as clothes (Figure 9) and food. Another important symbol in this advertising video is the 
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Icelandic horse (Figure 11), which is especially valuable for Icelandic people and their history and 

traditions. 

The appeals used in this advertising video are emotional. Furthermore, they reflect positive 

emotions. The major appeal is that of the adventure. It is shown in the form of trekking, swimming, 

travelling by bus, watching volcanoes, and driving in the wilderness. The other appeals which are 

seen are friendship, family, nature, and youth. Focus is put on the people, in contrast to the first 

commercial of 2019. 

In summary, during 2019 Iceland’s official advertising videos were quite diverse and utilized both 

rational and emotional appeal. The first commercial focused on nature and its gift to humanity - 

fresh water, while the second one showed people enjoying nature. Thus, nature was the leitmotif 

of 2019. The webinar series which I am not analyzing also emphasize the diverse nature of Iceland. 

5.2. Advertising during COVID-19 pandemic - Motives and appeals used in 

Iceland’s official tourism advertisements from 2020 
 

During 2020 in Iceland’s official tourism channel on YouTube were published three advertising 

videos: Looks Like You Need Iceland; Let it out and Looks Like You Need to Joyscroll. 

Furthermore, one website called The Joyscroll and a marketing campaign which works based on 

user-generated content called: Iceland Dream List, consisting of seven lists of the co-stars' favorite 

places, were developed and advertised. The first video of Iceland dream list features the First lady 

of Iceland and her top spots while the other lists are created by travelers, vloggers, and others. 

However, in my thesis I focus on the other three products of Iceland’s 2020 marketing campaign, 

firstly because the influence of COVID-19 is more clearly visible in them and more importantly 

because they are classical form of advertising unlike the user-generated content. I find the 

professional-made and planned advertising serving better purpose for my research to determine 

the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on the official advertising of Iceland. 

“Looks like you need Iceland” 

The Looks like you need Iceland advertising video was published on 26.06.2020 and could be 

classified as persuasive advertising (Kotler and Armstrong 2018, p.452), which aims at building 

brand preference and creating customer engagement. The aforementioned aims are achieved by 
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emphasizing the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic: waking up to negative news, not 

making new friends and not being able to exercise, being alone or meeting people only in front of 

the screen. The solution according to the advertising video is simple - just visit Iceland, where one 

can wake up to beautiful sceneries instead of bad news (Figure 12, 13), make friends be it with 

wild animals (Figure 14), exercise outdoors and experience new things and emotions (Figure 15, 

16, 18). The text of the advertisement is: “Enough waking up to more bad news. Enough not 

making new friends or making it to the gym. Enough talking to the wall. Enough with the endless 

video calls. When was the last time you felt goose bumps? Or had a real date with a person in 

person? Enough missing out! It looks like you've had enough. It looks like you need Iceland”. The 

textual and visual elements are creating an opposition of what has happened to everybody during 

the COVID-19 restrictions and what could have happened if the viewers were in Iceland.  

The utilized appeals are entirely emotional. In the beginning of the advertisement viewers witness 

negative emotional appeals coming from the speech and the on-screen text which uses the 

repetition of the word ‘enough’, or in other words: enough negativity. The negative emotional 

appeals which everyone has experienced enough of are those of physical and social fear, loneliness, 

and frustration which are in complete contradiction with the visual part of the advertisement where 

we find positive emotional appeals such as joy, healthy lifestyle, friendship, love, and adventure. 

The influence of the pandemic on the content of the advertisement is obvious. Although, healthy 

lifestyle has been present in the persuasive motives of Iceland’s official advertisements before, for 

instance during 2019 with the pure, natural, and easily available Kranavatn, during 2020 the health 

dimension is more centered around suppressed emotions, mental health, and loneliness than on 

healthy nutrition and sports.  

Just like the Kranavatn- advertisement, this one uses humor as one of the main persuasive 

strategies. The advertisement is funny because it is very relatable. The pandemic provoked similar 

restrictions and created similar negative emotions and fears for everyone around the globe and 

everyone has had enough of them. The humor in the advertisement could be classifies as emotion-

oriented, which serves as a “mechanism for letting out suppressed emotions” (Chang & Chang, 

2014, p.9207). In this advertisement via the help of humor, viewers also witness people who have 

been in similar situations, but who are no more “missing out” on what is fun and enjoyable in life. 
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When it comes to the visual rhetoric of the advertisement, the three most common dimensions 

present in tourism advertisements: landscape, people, and heritage, are clearly distinguishable. The 

wild landscape is once more a main locus for the advertisement plot. It once again proves the 

importance of nature to Icelandic people and the pride they have in their nature. The most typical 

outdoor features of Iceland are represented in the video. The narrative starts with a beautiful sunrise 

located on the mountainous seacoast of Iceland. Then the story takes us to an idyllic small village 

where a woman wakes up to something else than bad news, namely a beautiful view (Figure 14). 

Then it moves back to the mountains, this time in the company of new friends – wild horses. The 

mountains are also the place for exercising. Another typical feature of the Icelandic nature – the 

frozen nature covered in thick ice and snow (Figure 16), is represented as a place where one can 

have fun alone as well and where even talking to the walls does not feel lonely because of the echo. 

In my view this scene is very representative of the way COVID-19 has changed not only the idea 

of traveling but also the way we travel and how we (should) behave as tourists.  

Zenker and Kock (2020, p. 2-3) suggest six novel ways to research the influence of COVID-19 on 

tourism, which include paths where theoretical explanations from the field of tourism are missing, 

or the already existing knowledge might be subject to a tourism paradigm-shift due to the COVID-

19 pandemic. One the research paths suggested is exactly the change in tourist behavior and 

another one is the change in destination image, both of which are briefly investigated in my thesis. 

According to the authors, the coronavirus pandemic can deeply affect the tourist’s thinking and 

feeling and change the way tourists travel. Some of the effects of the pandemic are preference of 

domestic over foreign destinations, avoidance of crowded mass-tourism destinations in the favor 

of more remote, less populated destinations and more sustainable touristic behavior. In the Looks 

like you need Iceland-video, we see exactly this type of COVID-19 shaped new desirable tourism 

behavior – focusing on being in the nature, where space is enough, living sustainably and taking 

care of our mental health. The scene in the ice cave is important also because it relates to the next 

advertisement of Iceland – Let it out, where the main idea revolves around using scream therapy 

to take care of mental health issues. Another landscape element we see is the waterfall, which is 

so magnificent that invokes goosebumps (Figure 18).  

Only two times the main action is located inside - at a restaurant and at a café. Those places are 

representations of the heritage, because there people could taste the Icelandic culture. Speaking of 
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heritage, the scene in the hot spring (Figure 20) is a good example of this dimension of visual 

rhetoric. Hot springs are an inseparable part of Icelandic lifestyle just as sauna is to Finnish, and 

records of public bathing in Iceland date to the 13th Century.18 This is a ritual of wellbeing- health 

and relaxation, things which became even more valuable during the quarantines and isolation 

times. The catharsis of the narrative of this advertisement happens with the eruption of a geyser 

and the words “it looks like you’ve had enough” (Figure 21). The scene clearly symbolizes the 

letting out of all suppressed emotions and negativity gathered during the pandemic times. After 

the emotions have erupted, viewers are taken back to the serene mountainous of the harsh but 

calming Iceland (Figure 22). Once again, we see a clue of the biggest and most popular campaign 

of 2020 – Let it out. 

People’s dimension of the visual rhetoric is slightly different than in 2019. There is equal 

representation of younger and older people, men, and women. In 2019 the focus was put more on 

the young, while in this commercial of 2020 the people are more diverse when it comes to age, 

sexual orientation, way of life and motives for visiting the country. There are people who enjoy 

being on their own, adventurers, athletes, explorers, friends, lovers, people looking for new 

experiences and such looking for comfort and relaxation. The diverse types of characters show 

that we have all “had enough”, no matter our age, sex, nationality, race and so on. The negative 

aspects of the COVID-19 are universal. 

“Let it out” 

Let it out is a fine example of the way COVID-19 changed the way we travel and the way we do 

not travel, what we value in a certain destination and thus the way to advertise tourism places 

appropriately. The advertising video was published on Iceland’s official tourism channel on 

15.7.2020 right in the eye of the pandemic storm. The advertisement could be classified as a 

reminder advertisement, which according to Kotler and Armstrong (2018, p.452) aims at 

maintaining customer relationships and keeping the brand (in the current case the destination) in 

viewer's minds during off-seasons. Unlike the first video which directly says: “It looks like you 

need Iceland”, this one says: “It looks like you need to let it out”, concentrating on the mental 

health of the viewers rather than on advertising physical traveling. The main idea of the campaign 

 
18 https://www.bbc.com/travel/article/20200817-an-icelandic-ritual-for-wellbeing 
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is to invite stressed-out people to let off steam with the help of scream therapy. Accompanying the 

advertising video, a website which allows people to record themselves shouting and letting out 

their surprised emotions and fears was set up. Participants could also choose where their scream 

will be played, with locations including the mountain peaks of Festarfjall in Reykjanes Peninsula 

and Skogarfoss waterfall in the south of the country. The website says: “You’ve been through a 

lot this year and it looks like you need the perfect place to let your frustrations out. Somewhere 

big, vast, and untouched. It looks like you need Iceland. Record your scream and we’ll release it 

in Iceland’s beautiful, wide-open spaces. And when you’re ready, come let it out for real. You’ll 

feel better, we promise.”19 The website also provides more information on scream-therapy itself, 

when it originated and how it works. Moreover, the therapist and mental health consultant Zoe 

Aston gives advice on how to perform a proper scream and let it out in three simple steps.  

Inspired by scream therapy, the video is not only very relatable but also funny. Similarly, to the 

first video of 2020, viewers are shown remarkably familiar frustrating situations: bad scary news 

(Figure 23), the need to do a cosmetic procedure on one’s own (Figure 24), boredom and loneliness 

(Figure 25, 26), working from home with attention-seeking kids, having to celebrate birthday alone 

(Figure 29), etc. The thing that saves the desperate characters in the video is the scream therapy, 

which also teleports them to the beautiful, serene Icelandic wilderness where they could finally be 

in peace. 

The appeals are emotional, further they reflect initially negative emotions and later positive ones. 

The main appeals used in the advertisement are fear: physical and social, health, loneliness, and 

anger, which after the characters have ‘let it out’ turn into calmness, relax, feeling of safety and 

adventure. These feelings are expressed both via visual and sound effects. The advertisement has 

no voice over and the only text which is visible is “Inspired by Iceland” and “You’ve been through 

a lot. Looking for the perfect place to let it all out? It looks like you need Iceland. Record your 

scream at lookslikeyouneediceland.com and we will release it into Iceland for real. Looks like you 

need to let it out” (Figure 35). The lack of spoken text in the advertisement only highlights the 

screaming sounds and the background noises, which are the core meaning transmitting elements 

in this video. The screams also create the desirable comic effect not only because the screaming 

 
19 https://lookslikeyouneediceland.com/ 
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people are very relatable, and because the screams are born from pandemic-caused ironic 

situations, but also because the screams themselves are funny. 

Humor has often been part of Iceland’s advertising strategies. During the COVID-19 pandemic, 

however, humor plays even a more distinguishable role in Iceland’s marketing campaigns. Olah 

and Ford (2021, p.177) found out that a healthy sense of humor decreased the levels of negative 

emotion surrounding the COVID-19 pandemic and influenced engagement in the suggested 

protective measures advised by health officials. The humorous messages utilized by Iceland’s 

advertisers are strongly related to health and even more so to mental health, implying that Iceland 

and Icelandic lifestyle may be the solution to those struggles. It is fascinating that the Let it out 

campaign does not aim at provoking immediate active reaction towards the advertised product 

(booking a trip) but suggests an alternative online activity such as recording of one’s scream and 

choosing a location where to play it. Such strategy builds preferences towards Iceland, makes 

Iceland stand out of the other destinations and shows responsibility and even care about the 

tourists’ health. The humor in the Let it out advertising video could be classified as emotion-

oriented, where humor is understood as a mechanism for letting out suppressed emotions but also 

as society-oriented humorous advertisement is based on laughing at others (Chang & Chang, 2014, 

p.9207).  

The visual part of the advertisement plays a significant role because there is no spoken text, thus 

all meaning is transmitted through pictures and the shouts of the people. In this advertisement, the 

stressed-out people, who have had enough, are put in the center. Before the first scream, it is 

difficult to predict what this commercial is all about, but via the facial expressions and non-verbal 

communication becomes clear what emotions they reflect – fear, helplessness, anger, boredom, 

frustration. The people are once more very diverse when it comes to age, sex, race, occupation. By 

choosing such main characters the creators of the advertisement aim at demonstrating the universal 

effect of the pandemic. Only after the woman we see first screams, she gets transported into the 

other dimension of visual rhetoric – landscape (Figure 28). Freedom and release of the tension are 

represented by the opposition of closed and open spaces. With the help of the scream therapy, the 

characters are teleported to the vast wilderness, where we see the typical and always present 

elements in Iceland’s advertising videos - the emblematic features of Icelandic nature – waterfalls, 

coasts, vast fields and mountains, caves, and canyons. 
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There is also a scene from the colorful capital city – Reykjavik (Figure 32), city views are not 

shown that often and in this one represents elements of the heritage of Iceland. The famous 

Lutheran cathedral Hallgrímskirkja is situated in the background of the place where the TV-

watching woman gets transported when her suppressed emotions are let out. Another heritage 

element, which also represents freedom and nature is the reindeer herd on top of which the text: 

“It looks like you need Iceland” appears (Figure 34). The meaning transmission then continues via 

text, pictures, and background screams. We see calming landscapes, lush green plants, sea, and 

mountains, accompanied by people who have already let it out and by the following text: “Record 

your scream at lookslikeyouneediceland.com and we will release it into Iceland for real. Looks 

like you need to let it out”. The text is written in the familiar yellow color from 2019 and the 

previous advertisements of 2020. As was already mentioned, it is worth noticing that this particular 

advertisement does not call for physical visit of Iceland but aims at building positive image as a 

tourism destination which prioritizes safety and health to financial gain. The advertisement 

manages to transmit serious messages via humor which is at the same time memorable and serves 

the goal to make Iceland stand out of the other destinations perfectly, without annoying the tourists 

who cannot travel because of the pandemic restrictions and lockdowns. 

“Looks like you need to Joyscroll” 

The third advertisement of 2020 is aimed at advertising the Icelandic alternative to doomscrolling 

– Joyscrolling. Meriam Webster defines doomscrolling as “scrolling through bad news, even 

though that news is saddening, disheartening, or depressing.”20 The word became popular during 

the COVID-19 pandemic and the practice can be extremely harmful to mental health. 21 As usual 

the Icelandic marketing team followed the trends and offered an alternative to doomscrolling. The 

advertisement which introduces the Joyscroll website is at the same time informative and reminder 

advertisement (Kotler and Armstrong 2018, p.452). It informs about the existence of a new 

product, and it works on building positive image for Iceland as a safe and exciting tourism 

destination.  

This advertisement uses emotional appeals - both negative and positive - and has a structure of a 

dialogue with the listener, while at the same time presents the main features of the advertised 

 
20 https://www.merriam-webster.com/words-at-play/doomsurfing-doomscrolling-words-were-watching 
21 Miller K. "There's a Reason You Can't Stop Looking at Bad News—Here's How to Stop". Health.com. 
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product. Similarly, to the earlier two advertisements from 2020, this one is built on opposition of 

the negative effects of COVID-19 on our mental and physical health and the positive effects which 

Icelandic nature, traditions and people could have. Further the negative appeals could be described 

as physical fear and sadness. The video itself mimics scrolling so immediately after we are shown 

bad news and scary pictures - corona testing queues, economic collapses, and other negative 

COVID-19-influenced phenomena, the picture immediately scrolls to the speaker, who is situated 

in front of a picturesque small town and a body of water and manages to only greet wave before 

the picture scrolls down (Figure 36). Then the picture scrolls up to her and she says: “no wait, 

don’t go! Haven’t we all had enough doomscrolling, we have been scrolling through 22.7 m of 

bad news every day. That’s the length of this whole Icelandic waterfall”. Then the story transitions 

to the waterfall itself which is also part of the Joyscroll website. The tone of the advertisement 

changes drastically and becomes a lot happier and joyful - this is achieved both via the voice and 

the pictures. The speaker continues: “It's about time we scroll through joyful things instead like 

22.7 meters of soothing Iceland streams or majestic beings, or celestial scenes. Ah, I feel better 

already. Looks like you need Iceland. Looks like you need to Joyscroll. Why are you still listening 

to me? Go to joyscroll.com”.  

Each of the joyful things she mentions appear on screen, we see the Icelandic streams, beautiful, 

majestic Icelandic horses and the Northern lights. Then the picture goes back to the speaker who 

is now submerged in a warm outdoor pool and says that she feels better already (Figure 39). Then 

the scrolling continues, and we witness parts of the Joyscroll itself – picturesque town (Figure 40), 

wild animals, hot spring enjoyment (Figure 41) and a final reminder - “Looks like you need 

Iceland. Looks like you need to Joyscroll” (Figure 42). There is also a funny element in this 

advertisement, but humor is not the predominant persuasive technique. However, the video 

finishes in a funny way when the speaker judgingly asks why the viewers are still watching her 

and not joyscrolling instead.  

Visual rhetoric in this advertisement focuses more on landscape and heritage than on people, but 

the people dimension is also interesting. The animals in the video are much more numerous than 

the people. Apart from the speaker, we see also two young women in a hot spring (Figure 41). In 

this advertisement the people are not diverse, all three are female, young, and white. However, the 

focus here is not on the people, but more on the advertised product – the Joyscroll. Landscape is 
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crucial for this advertisement as well. However, the biggest part of the landscape scenes is from 

the Joyscroll, I investigate them a bit later when I analyze the Joyscroll itself. The only landscape 

scenes that are not part of the Joyscroll are those with the speaker in front of Seyðisfjörður church 

and in the outdoor hot spring. They both also represent and advertise the Icelandic heritage - with 

the church being one of the most recognizable landmarks in Iceland22 with its distinct color and 

style of architecture it is a fine example of the Icelandic heritage and culture. The importance of 

the hot spring to Icelanders and their lifestyle has already covered in my analysis.  

“The joyscroll” 

The Joyscroll itself is not a classical advertisement but as a product inspired of the COVID-19 

pandemic and created to fight its negative impact on people, I decided it is justified to include it in 

my analysis. The appeals are a bit more difficult to determine, because the Joyscroll includes a lot 

of separate meaning carrying elements. However, the most distinguishable appeals are once more 

emotional, in the Joyscroll we see only positive emotional appeals such as joy (as it is evident 

already from the name), adventure, health, warmth, love and purity. Typically for Iceland’s 

marketing communication the Joyscroll contains humorous elements as well. Humor is both 

emotion-oriented “mechanism for letting out suppressed emotions” and cognition-oriented 

humorous advertising plays with the viewers’ expectations by utilizing inconsistent and surprising 

messages (Chang & Chang, 2014, p.9207). It is worthy to highlight the unusual way humor works 

in Joyscroll namely through the Icelandic animals which are either personified or something they 

naturally do is presented through people’s point of view; for instance, through the breathing in and 

out of the whale which helps it to be never in bad mood (Figure 47). The influence of the pandemic 

and the mental health problems it caused to a lot of people is once more very visible. The other 

animal-transmitted humorous ideas is the Icelandic sheep which via animation turns its wool into 

a pullover (Figure 44). Sheep appears twice in the Joyscroll, the second time it stands for calmness 

and urges joyscrollers to feel the same way (Figure 53). Lastly, there is a smiling arctic fox which 

winks and ‘is pleased with our scrolling’ (Figure 54).  

The animals also represent the heritage visual rhetoric dimension. Firstly, this dimension appears 

through the sheep Icelandic[a] which is the Icelandic breed of domestic sheep, thought to have 

 
22 https://visitseydisfjordur.com/activity/blaa-kirkjan/ 
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been introduced to Iceland by Vikings in the late ninth or early tenth century23 Moreover, the 

Icelandic sheep produce Lopi- distinctive knitting wool which is used in traditionally patterned 

hand-knitted sweaters, the most popular souvenirs from Iceland24. The knitted pullover also 

appears in the Joyscroll. Other symbolic for Iceland animals, that are seen on the website are: the 

Icelandic horse (Figure 49), which is an inseparable part of Iceland’s history, firstly referenced in 

the 12th century.25 The national animal of Iceland - the gyrfalcon (Figure 55), which helps the 

viewers fly and see beautiful sceneries in the Joyscroll. Further, the puffins are an endearing part 

of the website (Figure 56). For about 60% of the puffins Iceland is a breeding home and we learn 

that they ‘mate for life’ from the Joyscroll.  

The heritage dimension is also represented through Icelandic art – modern Icelandic songs both in 

Icelandic and English, clothes, customs, and food. A notable example of the heritage representation 

is the animation of the Icelandic leaf bread - Laufabrauð (Figure 51). The preparation of this bread 

is a family tradition, which gathers several generations taking part in the decoration of the pastry.26 

Further, we see fish and cheese dishes which are staple food for Icelandic people. The heritage is 

also presented through believes and myths. Namely, the elves or as Islanders mostly call them 

hidden people. They appear in Joyscroll through an image of their little houses and a rhetorical 

question: “If elves aren’t real then who lives here?” (Figure 57). Elves are crucial part of the 

Icelandic folklore, born from the harsh landscape of Iceland. According to Ólina Thorvarðardóttir, 

the Icelandic folktale was one of the primary methods of educating and entertaining before the 

advent of modern mass media and tales of the hidden people influence the way Icelandic people 

raise their children and teach them about one's relationship to the powers of nature (Thorvardottir, 

1999, p.33). Another element of the heritage is the toast making in Icelandic, accompanied with 

encouraging words on the progress with joyscrolling (Figure 58). Moreover, the Joyscroll shows 

the very typical and already discussed features of Icelandic culture related to hot springs and their 

relaxing effects on people's minds and bodies.  

 
23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_sheep 
24 https://icelandunlimited.is/know-about-icelandic-sheep/ 
25 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_horse  

26 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laufabrau%C3%B0 
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The third element of the visual rhetoric analysis, the landscape shows mostly already discussed 

meaning-carrying views. However, the natural elements also transmit deeper meanings related to 

the pandemic. For instance, the calming marine views accompanied with smooth wave sound, 

which is associated with deep breathing and its benefits for mental health (Figure 45). Furthermore, 

it is accompanied by the text: “let it all wash away”. Although a very typical and attention-grabbing 

natural phenomenon, the Northern lights, do not seem to appear in every advertisement of Iceland 

but they are central in the Joyscroll and take up one meter of joyscrolling. Geysers on the other 

hand have been often used in Iceland’s advertising as a symbol which carries double meaning - it 

both describes the letting out of pressure and the hidden strength of a person (Figure 52). Of course, 

it is also an important symbol of Icelandic nature, just as the mountains and the waterfalls. 

Waterfalls and mountain peaks are present in almost every advertising video of Iceland and in the 

Joyscroll we see several waterfall sceneries. However, there is a new element to the last waterfall 

which appears on the website - a rainbow (Figure 59). Rainbows symbolize hope and promise of 

better times to come in Western art and cultural context.27  What is more, rainbows represent 

diversity, inclusivity and respect being the symbol of the LGBTQ+ community. Moreover, during 

the COVID-19 pandemic the rainbow became a popular symbol of courage and support. Rainbow 

drawings have been an attempt to spread joy during isolation times. The only urban landscape 

present in the Joyscroll is that of the Seyðisfjörður church, already mentioned and analyzed in the 

advertisement video of the Joyscroll. However, the last two elements in the Joyscroll contain 

rainbows - a natural one and the one drawn on the street in front of the blue church (Figure 60). 

The symbolic meaning is clear, there is hope and place for joy even during isolation and pandemic 

times.  

In conclusion, Iceland’s advertising campaign during 2020 was strongly influenced by the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic led to a worldwide increase in mental health problems such 

as stress, anxiety, anger, and insomnia (Torales et al. 2020, p. 318) and those consequences were 

not overlooked in the official tourism advertising of Iceland. There is a stark difference of the main 

highlighted motifs for visit chosen to be advertised compared to 2019, which changed from 

advertising a commodity - the widely available clean tap water to advertising mental health - the 

letting out of suppressed emotions and the lack of joy. The appeals in the 2020 advertisements, 

 
27 https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20200409-rainbows-as-signs-of-thank-you-hope-and-solidarity 
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which I analyzed, are entirely emotional, usually featuring both negative and positive emotions. 

The existence of humor was a dominant feature of the advertisements. The advertising message 

played with the lacks and loses caused by the pandemic and turned Iceland into a universal solution 

to the most common pandemic related problems. Moreover, the advertisements show the new 

responsible tourism behavior - avoiding crowded places, preferring outdoor activities, and 

prioritizing mental health. Another consequence of the pandemic and the travelling restrictions it 

caused is that the advertisements do not suggest immediate traveling but aim at building the image 

of Iceland as responsible and safe tourism destination, which takes care of the health of the tourists. 

Further, mental health is at the center of the narrative, appeals and messages. 

5.3. Motives and appeals used in Iceland’s official tourism advertisements from 

2021 
 

“Looks like you need Iceland - Winter edition” 

Iceland’s advertising campaign during 2021 starts with the reminder advertisement - Looks like 

you need Iceland - Winter edition, published on their official channel on 10.3.2021. As the name 

suggests, the advertising video is a continuation of the Looks like you need Iceland video from 

2020. The main difference is naturally the winter scenery in contrast to the predominantly summer 

scenery from the first video. However, the characters, the text, the motives, and the appeals in the 

video are the same.  

The advertisement emphasizes the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic and suggests a 

solution - visiting Iceland, where one can wake up to beautiful sceneries instead of bad news, make 

new furry friends, exercise outdoors, let out of the bad emotions and experience new positive ones. 

In order to avoid repetition, I will not analyze the utilized appeals, because I already did in the 

Looks like you need Iceland video from 2020. The appeals are the same- entirely emotional, 

playing with negative emotional appeals repetition of the word ‘enough’ which build a contrast to 

the visual elements.  

The visual rhetoric of the advertisement also consists of scenes from the advertisement from 2020 

– for example when it comes to the people’s dimension same as in the first advertisement are: the 

man with the horse friend, the shouting man in the ice cave, the dating couple, the people in the 
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hot tube, the dining couple. People’s dimension is quite diverse and there are three different 

characters - the young couple in the beginning of the video (Figure 61), the skier (Figure 62) and 

the man in front of the snowy waterfall (Figure 63). All of the new characters are enjoying nature 

and are either involved in a relaxing and nurturing activity or in a sport one. The diverse types of 

characters represent the universality of the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic and hint that 

everyone has had enough and needs Iceland. This way Iceland also aims at attracting diverse 

tourists. The wild landscape is once more a main locus for the advertisement plot, however, in this 

advertisement the focus is put on winter activities. The narrative starts and ends in the same way 

as in the first advertisement with a beautiful natural phenomenon - The Northern lights (Figure 

66). For the first time in the analyzed advertisements the Norther lights play such a significant role.  

In this advertisement the people who ‘do not wake up to bad news’ are a couple and they wake up 

in an igloo-like glass hotel and watch the beautiful sunrise and the auroras instead (Figure 61). 

Then the narrative moves to the mountains, where we see the man with his new friends – the wild 

horses. The mountains remain the place for exercising, but in the winter edition people are 

naturally skiing instead of hiking (Figure 62). The frozen cave and the man who is having fun with 

the echo is present in this advertisement as well, which proves my point that the scene is 

representative of the way COVID-19 has changed not only the idea of traveling but also the way 

we travel and how we (are supposed to) behave as tourists. The only two indoor scenes are the 

same as in the first video and so is the scene from the hot spring. The catharsis of the narrative of 

this advertisement as well happens with the eruption of a geyser and the words “it looks like you’ve 

had enough” (Figure 64), which symbolizes the letting out of all suppressed emotions and 

negativity gathered during the COVID-19 pandemic times. The heritage dimension is once more 

represented through the people and their activities – eating, hiking, enjoying a spa, exploring, 

skiing and so on.  

“Looks Like You Need an Adventure” 

The Looks Like You Need an Adventure video was published in Iceland’s official tourism channel 

Inspired by Iceland on 24.6.2021 and it is the main advertising campaign for 2021, consisting of 

an advertising video in the form of a rap song, a website, a physical pop-up store where tourists 

can turn their pandemic sweatpants into hiking shoes, and a series of videos featuring the 

sweatpants boots, shot at the main tourism attractions in West Iceland, East Iceland, South Iceland, 
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North Iceland, Westfjords, Reykjavik and Reykjanes. In my analysis, I focus on the main 

advertising video.  

Similarly, to the Let it out campaign, this one uses humor to address serious issues such as the 

mental and physical health consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic and the numerous 

restrictions and quarantines. The singer of the song is the Filipino-Icelandic rapper, songwriter, 

and sound engineer Ragna Kjartansdottir, also known as CELL728. The narrative is built on the 

already familiar opposition of the negative consequences of the pandemic on people’s everyday 

life and mental health and the positive effects a visit to Iceland brings. Moreover, the opposition 

of inside and outside is present in this video as well; inside is being the place of restrictions and 

boredom and outside is the place of freedom and adventure. The advertisement is a persuasive 

advertisement, which builds brand preference, encourages switching to a brand/destination and 

creates customer engagement, building brand community (Kotler and Armstrong 2018, p.452), 

because it highlights features of Iceland as destination which are both attractive in the current 

moment but also present Iceland as a responsible destination which cares for the health of the 

tourists and the environment, which creates customer engagement.  

When it comes to the appeals, they are almost identical to the ones in Let it out. The appeals are 

emotional, further they reflect both negative and positive emotions. The main appeals used in the 

advertising are loneliness, physical and social fear, and anger, which turn into adventure, fun and 

relaxation once the characters visit Iceland. However, contrary to Let it out, where the focus was 

put on relaxing and finding inner peace, with the help of scream therapy, and not necessarily 

traveling physically to Iceland, this video advertises a physical adventure, because it has “Been a 

long year / Had enough sitting down”. This switch in the strategy is justified by the rising rates of 

vaccination and the EU Covid Certificate which eased some of the travel restrictions during 2021. 

This advertisement consists of three main meaning carriers – the music, the visual rhetoric, and 

the text of the song. The text of the advertisement includes the song’s lyrics and a voice over which 

says only: “Seriously. Iceland is turning sweatpants into boots!”. The rest of the text is performed 

by the rapper CELL7. The text brings deeper meaning to the visual elements, so I analyze it side 

by side with the three dimensions of visual rhetoric: landscape, people, and heritage. The song is 

 
28 https://www.discogs.com/artist/110106-Cell-7 
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both funny, relatable, catchy, and motivating and presents the narrative and backstory of the 

characters in the video, as well as of the advertised product – the sweatpant boots.  

Firstly, we observe urban landscapes, which are not necessarily in Iceland but could be anywhere 

in the world. By showing the different facades, the advertisers aim at demonstrating universality 

and relatability - anyone could be living in those houses, and they could be anywhere. The main 

characters in the video are presented in the introductory accords of the song. The representatives 

of the people dimension in this advertisement are a young woman of color (Figure 70) who is 

brushing her teeth in despair, a bored young couple eating take-away sushi and watching TV 

(Figure 67), a man who does not enjoy exercising at home (Figure 68) and a man who spills hot 

coffee on himself and on the floor (Figure 69). The represented people are once more diverse when 

it comes to race and sex, but in this video, they are all young. Thus, this advertisement is aimed at 

the younger tourists who “have been through a lot” and look like they need adventure. One more 

element which unites all character apart from the visible boredom, despair and sadness is their 

outfit. All of them, including the rapper, are wearing sweatpants. Then the song starts with the 

words: “Sweatpants who doesn’t love them because they’re always there for you. / Best friends, 

the one above them, they always comin’ through. / Been a long year, whatcha gonna do? Gotta let 

go, time to move. Now Iceland’s gonna take’em and turn’em into boots”. The viewers are still 

shown the same closed indoor spaces, the same characters doing the same COVID-influenced 

activities and experiencing the same negative feelings. The repetition of these elements supported 

by the words: “been a long year” reflect the negative consequences of the pandemic on people’s 

everyday life. Once more, humor is achieved through the relatability of the situations the characters 

are in. The humor is thus society-oriented because it includes auto-irony and is based on laughing 

at others (Chang & Chang, 2014, p.9207).  

The outdoor landscape dimension appears for the first time in the advertisement and teleports the 

woman who was brushing her teeth in her bathroom to a beautiful waterfall (Figure 71). Waterfalls 

are quite common element of the landscape which often appear in Iceland advertisement. The 

woman stats dancing cheerfully in her newly made sweatpant shoes. The visual transition is 

accompanied by the lyrics of the song: “Sweatpants boots baby”. Then we are shown the exercising 

man, whose orange sweatpants turn into orange hiking shoes and his yoga mat is transformed into 

a volcanic landscape (Figure 72). His facial expression also changes drastically, from sweaty and 
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depressed to fresh and smiling. The scene is enhanced by the song lyrics: “Sweatpants boots baby/ 

from being stuck at home to the great unknown”. With every repetition of the chorus: “Sweatpants 

boots baby” another character is shown and teleported to Iceland. Next, we are shown the young 

man with the spilt coffee, who is no longer cleaning the coffee from his kitchen floor but instead 

drinking fresh Icelandic water from a clear spring in the mountains (Figure 73). The lyrics heard 

at this scene are: “It’s time to getaway/ Give myself a little break”. Once more there is a hint to 

the mental self-care needs which were caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, which is one of the 

main persuasive motives used by Iceland’s official tourism advertisers during 2020 and 2021. 

What is more the website: https://sweatpantboots.lookslikeyouneediceland.com, offers advice on 

how to mentally prepare for a new adventure after a year of lockdown. The next characters of the 

video who are being sent on an adventure are the TV watching couple. Instead of eating take-away 

food, they enjoy a glass of champagne in a warm natural pool (Figure 74). The sweatpants shoes 

are also visible in the video, and so is CELL7 who funnily appears out of the water, in her track 

suit, being completely dry.  

The heritage dimension is represented in this scene by the already discussed natural water-related 

relaxation traditions of Iceland. This is also the only scene where the characters are relaxing instead 

of heading on an active adventure. This scene is important not only because of the meaning of hot 

water springs to Icelandic lifestyle, but also because it shows that adventure does not necessarily 

include hiking, climbing, and walking but could also mean taking a little break and relaxing. The 

singer in the Looks Like You Need an Adventure- video plays a significant role, she is present in 

almost every scene and has a spot dedicated only to herself, where she visits different key Icelandic 

locations- volcanic mountains, waterfalls, and the ice cave, which has been present already three 

times in Iceland’s pandemic videos. The visual elements of landscape are accompanied by the 

lyrics: “Heading out. Hike around, I’m allowed. / Had enough sitting down now, I’m out. / You've 

been through a lot haven't you, my friend? / I understand, you need Iceland!”. These lyrics are a 

great description of the pandemic and the way it changed and still changes people’s everyday life. 

Once more, Iceland’s advertisement intertwines serious topics such as the sadness, anxiety, 

loneliness, fear, and all other negative feelings which could go under the description “you’ve been 

through a lot” and turns into them a reason to visit Iceland and with the help of humor. “You’ve 

been through a lot” is also a universal way to appeal to anybody, because everyone has been going 

through something during the COVID-19 pandemic. Another interesting line is the “Heading out. 
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Hike around, I’m allowed”, which hints at the lifting of the restrictions but also at the moral side 

of the argument about whether travelling is necessary. “I am allowed” may also refer to the mental 

health self-care measures, because after such an intensive period of negativity and fear, everyone 

is allowed to take a break to recharge and to ‘be out’.  

The narrative then continues intertwining the people, landscape and heritage visual rhetoric 

dimensions while building contrasts with the help of the lyrics. The lyrics describe what everyone 

has been going through and the opposite emotional adventure which tourists deserve and could 

receive in Iceland: “From staring at the ceiling to feeling all the feelings. / From crying in the 

shower to feeling nature’s power”. The joyful emotions are represented via happy dancing, which 

happens at different iconic locations for Iceland – at a mountain river (Figure 76), inside an ice 

cave (Figure 79), in front of an erupting volcano (Figure 80) and in front of a waterfall (Figure 

81). Instead of wearing their pandemic sweatpants, the characters are wearing their sweat pant 

shoes. It is worth noting the funny way in which the characters are dancing, like in the Let it out 

advertisement, humor is enhanced by behavior of the characters, their facial expressions, shouts, 

gestures and moves. The advertisement highlights once again how Iceland is turning the pandemic 

sweatpants into boots with the last scene, where CELL7 is riding an Icelandic horse (an element 

of the Icelandic heritage dimension), wearing yellow track suit, which turns into yellow hiking 

shoes (Figure 82, 83).  

The 2021 campaign of Inspired by Iceland is inspired entirely by COVID-19. The advertisers 

highlight the significant impact on lockdowns on people’s mental health. Firstly, the Winter edition 

of the Looks like you need Iceland- advertisement shows that despite the pandemic situation is 

similar, people still need to let go of the negativity and should not get used to living in lockdowns, 

being lonely, scared, and frustrated. Looks like you need an adventure is another masterpiece of 

the Icelandic marketing team’s creativity. Sweatpants became a symbol of the pandemic, a symbol 

of being locked inside, a symbol of inactivity and restrictions. The upcycling of this symbol of the 

pandemic into hiking boots (Figure 77, 78) embodies positive change and gaining authority over 

one’s own life and life choices (‘I am allowed’). The upcycling process also represents that one 

should not try to forget what they have experienced during the COVID-19 pandemic, but rather 

learn from it and start experiencing and enjoying the adventures which life (or Iceland) have to 
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offer. However, taking the pandemic sweatpants to a new adventure might also hint that the 

pandemic is still part of our lives and tourists should travel responsibly.  

6. Results 
With the help of qualitative content analysis of the utilized appeals in combination with CVA 

analysis of the three most common elements of the visual rhetoric in tourism advertisement – 

people, landscape, and heritage, found in Iceland official tourism advertisements from 2019, 2020 

and 2021, I answer what types of appeals and visual rhetoric techniques Iceland is using for 

branding itself during the COVID-19 pandemic. I investigated if the persuasive techniques differ 

from the ones from 2019. What is more, during the analysis, I researched the influence of the 

COVID-19 pandemic on Iceland’s tourism advertising and is the pandemic shaping new values 

and tourism behavior. 

6.1. Types of appeals used during the COVID-19 pandemic 
As seen from the chart (Chart 1), my analysis showed that during the COVID-19 pandemic Iceland 

used only emotional appeals to advertise itself as tourism destination. However, there was no 

obvious predominance of positive or negative appeals, but rather a combination of both. Such 

choice of appeals seems logical because of the mental state which the pandemic left most people 

into - sadness, anxiety, fear, loneliness, and disquiet (Kroska et al., 2020, p.28). Thus, if the 

advertisements consisted only of positive appeals, they would seem unrelatable and could have an 

undesired effect, for instance to annoy future travelers. Further, after extensive research on the 

negative effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on people’s mental health, Kroska et al. (2020, p.31) 

suggest that openness to difficult thoughts and emotions, awareness, remaining in the present 

moment and choosing actions intentionally may be particularly relevant to promote emotional 

well-being during the pandemic. Despite not being classical advertising techniques, openness and 

awareness are evident in all Iceland’s advertisements from 2020 and 2021. For instance, Let it out 

does not call for immediate travelling, but raises awareness of the negative influences on 

suppressed emotions on mental health. Looks like you need Iceland also tackles the negative 

influences of pandemics, and claims that the negativity, fear, and loneliness have been ‘enough’. 

The Joyscroll is another notable example of the new traveling and tourism values, which focus on 

safety, mental health and choosing intentionally to fight the negativity caused by the pandemic. In 

general, mental health appears to be a priority and top value when it comes to the official tourism 
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of Iceland during 2020 and 2021. And even though relaxation in the form of spa procedures and 

being in the nature is a common motive in tourism advertisement, the letting go of negativity, 

anxiety, and loneliness is novel not only when it comes to Iceland, but also when it comes to 

tourism in general. The mixture of positive and negative appeals also hints at the duality and the 

moral dilemma of advertising tourism during pandemic. It seems obvious that traditional 

advertising will not be successful, thus the advertisements from 2020 were not appealing for 

immediate travelling, but were rather reminding about Iceland and building desirable destination 

image. However, the alternative way of travelling, through recording screams and choosing a 

physical location for them to be played, or through joyscrolling, is a perfect way to emphasize that 

better days are coming and that when travelling is possible, Iceland will be a logical and safe choice 

for everyone. Those alternative ways of travelling also exhibit the new tourism behavior – being 

responsible, prioritizing safety and health and choosing less populated destinations when travelling 

is allowed.  

As for 2021, the appeals were exactly the same - a combination of positive and negative appeals, 

which focus on physical and social fear, loneliness, frustration, joy, healthy lifestyle, friendship, 

love, but contrary to 2020 highlight was put on adventure. Especially in the second advertisement 

Looks Like You Need an Adventure, which as the name suggests, advertises real physical 

adventure. The importance of mental health is a leitmotif also during 2021. In the first advertising 

video of 2021 Looks like you need Iceland - Winter edition, there is no change in the appeals, the 

emphasize, and the main message. In fact, the advertisement differs only when it comes to visual 

rhetoric. The choice of making a sequel of Looks like you need Iceland may be explained by the 

fact that the COVID-19 situation in March 2021 was still quite similar to the one during 2020. 

Moreover, by emphasizing ‘enough negativity’ and the need for relaxation and engaging in 

something positive, Iceland keeps working in the direction of branding itself as a destination which 

values healthy lifestyle and even more the mental health aspect of it. Another thing that is 

emphasized once again is the new tourism behavior which aims at avoiding large masses of people 

and preferring open nature sights. This trend is also visible in the Looks Like You Need an 

Adventure video which was part of the main campaign for 2021. 

The appeals used during 2020 and 2021 differ from the ones used during 2019 when it comes to 

rationality and emotionality. The main campaign of 2019 utilized rational appeals – the 
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competitive advantage and the price advantage appeals – focusing on the free, pure tap water. The 

Kranavatn advertisement used humor as its main strategy to convey the advertising message. In 

contrast, the second advertisement from 2019 It’s about time to be inspired by Iceland used only 

positive emotional appeals. Therefore, the effects of the pandemic called for different approach 

when it comes to advertising, where neither rational, nor only positive emotional appeals could be 

as effective as they were in pre-pandemic times. 

6.2. Humor 
Another uniting element of Iceland’s pandemic advertising from 2020 and 2021 is the humor. 

Humorous elements were either present in some way or were a main technique to transmit 

advertising messages. This might not be surprising for several reasons. Firstly, Iceland tourism 

advertising has often counted on humorous elements, and this could be considered as their brand 

strategy. Secondly, humor is a mechanism for coping with stress, just as scream therapy or goal 

setting. Thus, usage of humor is a logical choice on one hand. On the other hand, it is particularly 

challenging to communicate serious things – such as COVID-induced mental health problems, via 

humorous messages. It is a task which could fail easily. But in Iceland’s case, it has been extremely 

successful. For instance, Let it out became the most successful Icelandic tourism campaign to this 

date29, received a Digiday Award30 for the best creative campaign/program and gold EFFIE 

awards in three categories, which is one of the most prestigious marketing awards.31 As the 

selection committee of Digiday Award pointed out this campaign is so successful because it 

understands the audience’s sentiment and gets the right message across in an emotional and 

creative way without upsetting people who are not yet ready to travel.32 The utilized types of humor 

in Iceland advertisements from 2020 and 2021 could be classified as emotion-oriented and society-

oriented humor. While the Joyscroll website utilized cognition-oriented humor. However, there 

was a predominance of emotion-oriented humor which is easily explicable because this type of 

humor is associated with letting out suppressed emotions - something which was the goal of the 

whole advertising campaign of 2020. The new values related to mental health and alleviating the 

 
29 https://www.prweek.com/article/1716235/prweek-global-awards-winners-2021-global-integration 
30 

https://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/nature_and_travel/2021/02/01/screaming_tourists_campaign_receives_digiday_a

ward/ 
31 https://www.businessiceland.is/news/looks-like-you-need-to-let-it-out-campaign-awarded-3-effies 
32 https://nordenbladet.com/articles/94228-iceland-screaming-tourists-campaign-receives-digiday-award 

https://www.prweek.com/article/1716235/prweek-global-awards-winners-2021-global-integration
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negative effects of the pandemic were visible, for instance in the way the characters in Let it out 

were relieving their stress via screaming therapy. These scenes also consisted of society-oriented 

humor - auto-irony and laughing at others. The main advertisement of 2021 Looks like you need 

an adventure was built entirely on humorous elements – irony, relatability, jokes, and gestures. 

The influence of the pandemic on everyday life has been an inspiration for this advertisement. The 

humorous effect is achieved through the relatability of the situations the characters are into - 

boredom, loneliness, laziness, anxiety and so on. The humor is thus society-oriented because it 

includes auto-irony and is based on laughing at others. Thus, not only the appeals but also the type 

of humor and its existence have changed during the pandemic from cognition-oriented during 2019 

to emotion- and society-oriented during 2020 and 2021. 

6.3. CVA – Visual rhetoric techniques used during the COVID-19 pandemic 
People dimension 

In order to investigate whom, the advertisements have been created for, it seems like a logical 

choice to look into the people’s dimension of visual rhetoric. People were at the center of the 

narrative strategy, something which is not always evident in tourism advertising, where landscape 

and heritage could easily dominate the narrative. For instance, people were not playing central role 

for Iceland’s main advertisement campaign during 2019. The focus was then put on landscape and 

heritage. However, by focusing on the people and putting the landscape in the background, the 

advertisements satisfy a need created by the pandemic – human interaction, emotional expression 

and bringing back the lost sense of normality. By investigating who were the people represented 

in the tourism advertisements during 2020, one can get an idea of who the advertisements were 

created for. During 2020, Iceland published two official advertising videos where the people were 

very diverse when it come sex, age, race, occupation, sexual orientation. An incredibly diverse 

target group, which could be very difficult to affect and impress. What makes advertisements 

aimed at so diverse target groups successful is the incorporation of universal values such as well-

being, safety and mental health, something which Iceland achieved perfectly during 2020. As for 

2021, the results were almost identical, focus was put on people and their newly created needs – 

letting out of suppressed emotion, experiencing new things, feeling free and alive. The people 

shown in Iceland’s advertisements during 2021 were diverse when it comes to sex, race, 

appearance, but they were all young. Targeting the advertisement at young people is logical when 
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the advertised advantage is physical adventure. Moreover, it seems that young people were among 

the most affected by the pandemic and isolation because their lifestyles changed the most 

drastically. By choosing diversly looking people the creators of the Iceland’s advertisement aim at 

demonstrating the universal negative effects of the pandemic but also show diversity and 

inclusivity. 

Landscape dimension 

As for the landscape dimension, the results of my analysis were the following: Firstly, landscape 

played an important role as the opposition of the closed indoor pandemic dominated spaces. 

Outdoor landscape was the place of freedom, relaxation, letting out and adventure both during 

2020 and 2021. The elements of the landscape which were the most common during 2020 and 

2021 were the geysers which were a metaphor for letting out negativity (the same way as the geyser 

erupts). The second most common element were the waterfalls, which have similar meaning. The 

force of nature and the always moving water could symbolize both healing and the fact that nothing 

stays the same, thus the COVID-19 restrictions and suffering will change as well. Similar meaning 

carrier is the lava, which erupts from the volcanoes and flows calmly but unstoppably. Erupting 

volcanoes were present only in the main advertisement of 2021. Another very common element 

was a vast open wilderness, which was situated either on the mountain peaks or on the seashore. 

As mentioned before, the wilderness is the opposite of the closed indoor spaces which people had 

to stay in during the lockdowns. The sea logically, having in mind that Iceland is an island, was 

also a commonly used element of the landscape visual rhetoric. In my opinion, its role is 

summarized in the best possible way by the Joyscroll – the sea is the place where one can “let it 

all wash away”. Another constant scenery was the ice cave inside the iceberg, which appeared in 

all advertisements of Iceland during the pandemic years. The ice is symbol of the ‘Land of ice and 

fire’, and the cave with its echo is a place where one can visit alone and still not feel lonely. The 

urban landscapes appeared rarely which could be due to Iceland’s specifics as a destination – 

scarcely populated and nature dominated, but also because of the new trends in tourism behavior 

– avoiding crowded places. Moreover, the urban landscapes which were featured in the advertising 

videos were quite calmly looking, with very few people walking on the streets. Even the cafes and 

restaurants were spacious and empty looking. Landscape has usually been of paramount 

importance to Iceland advertising, however during 2019 the landscape was a source of freshwater, 
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a richness and advantage of the country. During the pandemic times the landscape was something 

else – it was a place of freedom, health – both physical and mental and the protagonist of Iceland’s 

narratives, with the antagonist being the COVID-19 and the following isolations and restrictions. 

Heritage dimension 

Heritage was not in the center of Iceland’s advertising narratives during 2020. It was most 

noticeable on the Joyscroll website and the elements which were present in the Joyscroll were also 

visible in the advertisements. The most commonly repeating element of the Icelandic heritage were 

the hot springs and the well-being rituals related to them. One of the advertisements and the 

Joyscroll featured also Icelandic dishes. Further, the Icelandic horse was often present, which 

proves the pride of Icelandic people in their animals. Other animals also appeared on several 

occasions such as the whale, which breaths in and out and thus is never in a bad mood - another 

hint to mental health practices and the newly shaped paramount value of it. The Icelandic sheep, 

puffins, falcons, and foxes were represented in the Joyscroll. An important example of the heritage 

dimension, although only appearing once in the Joyscroll, were the elves. The magical beliefs and 

the care of the flora and fauna are deeply settled into Icelandic heritage. However, they also 

symbolize freedom, care, sustainability, health – values which became even more essential and 

treasured during isolation times. 

6.4. The new values and tourism behavior 
Zenker and Kock (2020, p. 2-3) suggest that there are six novel ways to research the influence of 

COVID-19 on tourism, one of which is the change in tourist behavior. According to the authors, 

the coronavirus pandemic can affect the tourist’s thinking and feeling to a great degree. And since 

the aim of advertising is to satisfy the consumer’s needs, wants, and values, rather than the 

market’s (Shimp & Andrews 2013, p. 260), and to be relevant to the consumer’s feelings, this new 

tourist behavior is reflected in the advertising as well. What is more, this process works in both 

directions, because advertisements are a potent tool in the creation of meaning and in the shaping 

of cultures and behaviors (Campelo, Aitken, & Gnoth, 2011, p.3). Therefore, both the COVID-19-

pandemic induced needs of the customers and the newly shaped desired tourism behavior are 

reflected and promoted in the tourism advertisements. The new trends in tourism behavior found 

in Iceland’s official advertisements were also those suggested by Zenker and Kock (2020) - 

avoidance of crowded mass-tourism destinations in the favor of more remote, less populated 
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destinations and more sustainable touristic behavior. What is more, my analysis showed the rise 

of a new value which earlier has not been so strongly related to tourism's advertising motifs – 

mental health. The new tourism behavior is also dependent and shaped by the mental health needs 

of the tourists. Fear and safety play a major role in the choice of tourism destination but also in the 

way tourists behave. Positive mental health practices were visible in several ways in Iceland’s 

commercial. The most evident was the humor, which enables people to laugh at the crisis, in the 

current case COVID-19 pandemic, and thus they become less afraid of it.33 Other ways to take 

care of the mental health of the tourists visible at the advertisements of Iceland were the letting out 

of stressful thoughts and emotions via scream therapy, joyscrolling instead of doomscrolling, and 

recycling the symbol of the pandemics - sweat pants into hiking shoes and thus hinting that tourists 

and tourism are ready to move on but they have not forgotten the pandemic. Moreover, the websites 

accompanying the main advertisements of Iceland also offered advice from psychologists on how 

to perform the correct scream and how to fight anxious thoughts about travelling after long periods 

of staying at home. According to the Kaiser Family Foundation mental health impact of disasters 

outlasts the physical impact, therefore the rise in mental health need is likely to last beyond the 

COVID-19 outbreak itself.34 Thus, it is likely that the elevated mental health needs of the 

customers will become a more common motif in advertising tourism destinations. Iceland’s 

innovative use of the mental health appeal has proven to be successful both by the several 

marketing awards they won and by the engagement in their campaigns.  

7. Conclusion 
 

Tourism is a leading industry in Iceland; therefore, Iceland could not afford sticking to traditional 

travel advertising, which would have been meaningless, when traveling was highly restricted, and 

people were afraid to travel. The advertisers had the challenging task to protect a valuable industry 

for the future and maintain the positive image of Iceland as a tourism destination during the 

COVID-19 pandemic and achieved it via creativity, sensitivity, and openness.  

 
33 https://www.sunderland.ac.uk/more/news/story/finding-time-to-laugh-why-humour-is-more-important-than-
ever-1266 
34 https://www.kff.org/coronavirus-covid-19/issue-brief/the-implications-of-covid-19-for-mental-health-and-
substance-use/ 
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My findings showed that emotionality was a key factor in Iceland’s tourism campaigns from 2020 

and 2021. Humor was also a crucial way to convey the advertising messages. COVID-19 was at 

the core of messages, however, its universal spread made using pandemic related appeals very 

relatable. Moreover, the mental health consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic were turned into 

a reason Iceland is worth visiting. Considering the newly created needs and values of the 

customers, Iceland’s advertisements were effective, memorable, and built positive destination 

image during the so challenging times for the tourism industry. By suggesting alternative ways of 

tourism while travelling was strongly restricted, Iceland presented itself as responsible and safe 

tourism destination. 

My thesis filled a research gap suggested by Zenker and Kock (2020), namely the new tourism 

behavior which was visible in the advertising messages of Iceland. What is more, since COVID-

19 had such disastrous effects on tourism industry and unfortunately has not yet been eliminated, 

any research on its influences and ways to deal with its consequences could be helpful for the 

marketing industry, not only during the current crisis, but also in case of another pandemic. The 

results of this study can be applied in tourism marketing and help understand the influence of the 

COVID-19 pandemic on tourism. The outcomes may help advertisers choose the correct 

advertisement appeals, the right type of humor and the appropriate visual rhetoric elements. The 

research also presents useful data regarding the culture and values of the Iceland and provides an 

example of successful ways to advertise travelling during pandemic. However, since the analyzed 

advertisements are aimed at international tourists, the results also generalize the effect of COVID-

19 on the values and desired behavior of international travelers as well. As for the future research 

suggestions, it would be reasonable to examine if the results of the following study can be applied 

in different cultural settings, for instance in countries where the population is dense, and which are 

famous for other tourism features than nature. What is more, it would be interesting to continue 

examining the appeals and values, appearing in Iceland’s marketing, during the following years in 

order to determine whether mental health will remain so important. It is also worth following if 

the current trends in tourism behavior will remain present after the pandemic is over.  

The mixed method approach combining qualitative content analysis with critical visual analysis 

(CVA), provided a clearer and more diverse picture of the advertising techniques, motives, and 

goals of Iceland’s advertising campaigns during 2019, 2020 and 2021. The synergy of the methods 
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allowed me to analyze the data on multiple levels and to produce more comprehensive findings. 

With the comparison of the three years - 2019, 2020 and 2021, the research showed how COVID-

19 has been influencing, shaping and altering Iceland’s advertising as well as the destination’s 

image and most desirable features. The use of qualitative data was a logical choice because tourism 

advertising consists of numerous meaning-carrying elements – appeals, pictures, text, sounds, 

contexts, characters, which all play equally significant role in the video advertisements. The 

analysis helped to identify the types of appeals and visual rhetoric elements used during the 

COVID-19 crisis and how they have changed compared to those of 2019.  

The limitations of this thesis regarding the methodology are that both the elements of the visual 

rhetoric and the utilized appeals are open to many interpretations. Therefore, I included several 

advertisements from three consequent years in order to have a larger sample and avoid being too 

subjective. Another limitation of this study could be the fact that I am not Icelandic, thus there 

could be symbols and meanings I do not understand. However, these advertisements are aimed at 

international audience, thus the fact that I am foreigner might have also benefited the study in a 

way that I am not burdened with too much knowledge and focusing on details which people of 

non-Icelandic descend will not understand. The biggest limitation of this study is that it focuses 

on only one country, however, tourism is a leading industry in Iceland, which justifies my choice. 

Moreover, Inspired by Iceland has won numerous marketing rewards, so they provide splendid 

examples of effective advertising and provide good material for case studies.  

All in all, this study demonstrated what is the influence of the COVID-19 pandemic on Iceland’s 

tourism advertising. While carrying out the analysis a repetition of a novel value to Icelandic 

tourism appeared - the importance of mental health. What is more emotionality was a key factor 

in building the persuasive message, however the emotions included were not only positive but 

rather a combination and opposition of positivity and negativity, something which reflects people’s 

everyday lives during the COVID-19 pandemic. Changes in the way tourism is advertised are 

evident and easy to notice. However, only time will show are those new values, new tourism 

behavior and new ways of advertising here to stay or will they disappear with the disappearance 

of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
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Appendix A: Chart 1 
 2019 2020 2021 

Appeals Advertisement 1: 

Rational appeals 

(competitive advantage 

and price). 

Advertisement 2: 

Positive emotional 

appeals: adventure, 

friendship, family, 

nature, and youth. 

Advertisement 1: 

Negative and Positive 

emotional appeals: 

physical and social 

fear, loneliness, 

frustration, joy, healthy 

lifestyle, friendship, 

love, and adventure. 

Advertisement 2: 

Negative and Positive 

emotional appeals: fear: 

physical and social, 

health, loneliness, and 

anger, calmness, relax, 

safety and adventure. 

Advertisement 3: 

Negative and Positive 

emotional appeals: 

physical fear and 

sadness, joy, healthy 

lifestyle, adventure. 

Advertisement 1: 

Negative and Positive 

emotional appeals: 

physical and social 

fear, loneliness, 

frustration, joy, healthy 

lifestyle, friendship, 

love, and adventure. 

Advertisement 2: 

Negative and Positive 

emotional appeals: 

physical and social 

fear, loneliness, and 

frustration, adventure 

joy, healthy lifestyle, 

relaxation . 

 

Humor Advertisement 1: 

Cognition-oriented.  

Advertisement 2: 

No. 

Advertisement 1: 

Emotion-oriented 

Advertisement 2: 

Emotion-oriented and 

society oriented 

Advertisement 3: 

No 

Advertisement 1: 

Emotion-oriented 

Advertisement 2: 

Society-oriented 

CVA Elements: 

People 

Advertisement 1: 

Not central (1 male). 

Advertisement 2: 

Central: Diverse-

looking travelers (5 

males, 6 females, 1 

child), young/middle 

aged. 

 

Advertisement 1: 

Central: Equal 

representation of 

younger and older 

people, men, and 

women. 

Advertisement 2: 

Central: diverse when it 

comes to age, sex, race, 

occupation. 

Advertisement 3: 

Three young white 

women. 

Advertisement 1: 

Central: 8 men, 5 

women. More younger 

than older people.  

Advertisement 2: 

Central: diverse when it 

comes to race and sex: 

3 men, 3 women, 

young.  
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Landscape Advertisement 1: 

Wilderness – 

mountains, waterfalls, 

ice cave (nature and 

comfort);1 urban scene. 

Advertisement 2: 

Nature (lake, hills, sea, 

volcanic mountains) 

2 urban scenes. 

 

Advertisement 1: 

Seashore, small village, 

mountains, waterfall, 

ice cave, hot spring, 

geyser. 

Advertisement 2: 

Nature: waterfalls, 

coasts, vast fields and 

volcanic mountains, 

caves, and canyons 

1 urban scene from 

Reykjavik. 

Advertisement 3: 

Central. 

 

Advertisement 1: 

Forest, snowy 

mountains, waterfall, 

ice cave, hot spring, 

geyser, Northern lights. 

Advertisement 2: 

Urban and wild- 

waterfalls, coasts, vast 

fields and volcanic 

mountains, caves, and 

canyon. 

Heritage Advertisement 1: 

Kranavatn (the main 

motif); Icelandic 

language. 

Advertisement 2: 

Icelandic sweater 

(crafts), food, Icelandic 

horses. 

 

Advertisement 1: 

Food, hot spring, 

Icelandic horse. 

Advertisement 2: 

Hallgrímskirkja, 

reindeer herd. 

Advertisement 3: 

Hot springs, Icelandic 

animals,  

Seyðisfjörður church. 

Advertisement 1: 

Food, enjoying a hot 

spring, exploring, 

skiing, Icelandic horse. 

Advertisement 2: 

Hot springs, enjoying 

nature. 

Chart 1: Appeals and visual rhetoric dimensions in Icelands advertisements from 2019, 2020, 

2021  
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Appendix B - Screenshots from 2019  
 

Advertisement 1: Introducing #Kranavatn from Iceland | Drinks are on us    

From: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Miuj2V2fkDw  
 

 Figure 1: Opening picture - waterfall  
 

 Figure 2: The main characters  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Miuj2V2fkDw
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 Figure 3: The origins of the product and a glacier ice cave   

 

 

 Figure 4: Availability of Kranavatn and a landscape  
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 Figure 5: Another waterfall and the slogan of the campaign: “Drinks are on us” 
  
 

  
Advertisement 2: It's about time to be Inspired by Iceland  from  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jj2h2R4lbQg  
 

 Figure 6: An Icelandic landscape and a young female traveler  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jj2h2R4lbQg
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 Figure 7: An urban landscape and young tourists  

 Figure 8: A family experiencing Icelandic nature  
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 Figure 9: Icelandic crafts – the pullover and the same young travelers  
 

 

 Figure 10: Geyser and tourists  
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 Figure 11: Icelandic horse, landscape and a traveler  
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Appendix C - Screenshots from 2020  
Advertisement 1:  Looks Like You Need Iceland  from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__cFSrQrsG8  
  

 Figure 12: Landscape and a sunrise  
 

 

 Figure 13: Landscape contrasting the bad news  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=__cFSrQrsG8
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Figure 14: Making friends with the Icelandic animals  

 Figure 15: Outdoor activities and landscape  
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Figure 16: Outdoor activities and landscape – the ice cave  
 

 Figure 17: Restaurant, fun time with loved ones  
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Figure 18: Waterfall  
 

  

 Figure 19: Women in nature  
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Figure 20: Outdoor activity, relaxation, and Icelandic traditions  

 Figure 21: Erupting geyser symbol of letting out of the suppressed emotions  
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Figure 22: A traveler and a landscape  
  
  

  

Advertisement 2: ‘Let it out’ from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iWeMPEEuk0  

  

  

Figure 23: Bad news with the screenshot saying: “More bad things happening, again.”  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7iWeMPEEuk0
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Figure 24: A man cutting his own hair, because hair saloons are closed due to the COVID-19 

pandemic  
  

 
 

  

Figure 25: A sad woman watching TV   
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Figure 26: Alternative things to do in lockdown. Icelandic horse on the puzzle  
 

  

Figure 27: The first woman screams  
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Figure 28: After the scream the woman is teleported to a serene waterfall  
 

  

Figure 29: A man holding his homemade birthday cake lets go of his emotions on an Icelandic 

beach  
 

  

  

Figure 30: The result of the haircut and the screaming man  
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Figure 31: The woman watching TV screams  
 

  

Figure 32: The watching TV in her couch in Reykjavik  
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Figure 33: The man with the puzzle screaming in nature  
 

  
 

  
 

  

Figure 34: Landscape, reindeer and text. Freedom  
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Figure 35: “Looks like you need to Let it out” text and an Icelandic Sea landscape  
  

Advertisement 3: Looks like you need to Joyscroll  from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D1BrZgIKGc   
 

  
  

  

Figure 36: Introducing the speaker and scrolling down   
 

  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1D1BrZgIKGc
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Figure 37: Landscape  
 

  
 

  

Figure 38: Northern lights  
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Figure 39: The speaker in a hot spring  
 

  

Figure 40: Urban landscape - heritage  
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Figure 41: Icelandic traditions – bathing in hot spring  
 

  

Figure 42: Landscape and the text: “Looks like you need to Joyscroll”  
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The Joyscroll campaign – website: https://joyscroll.lookslikeyouneediceland.com/  
  

  

Figure 43: A waterfall and the text: “Ready, set, enjoy”  

  

Figure 44: The Icelandic sheep and the traditional Icelandic pullover  
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Figure 45: Sea and “Let it all wash away”  
 

  

Figure 46: Bathing and a thermometer scale  
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Figure 47: A whale and reminder of the benefits of breathing to our mood  
 

  

Figure 48: Icelandic dish - heritage  
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Figure 49: Icelandic horse  
 

  

Figure 50: Young people enjoying natural SPA procedures  
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Figure 51: The Icelandic leaf bread - Laufabrauð  
 

  

Figure 52: Erupting Geyser  
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Figure 53: Kindur sheep and a beautiful landscape  
 

  
 

  

Figure 54: A pleased Arctic fox  
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Figure 55: Flying with the National animal of Iceland – the Gyrfalcon  
 

  

Figure 56: Puffins  
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Figure 57: Elves and their houses  
 

  

Figure 58: Toast and a quick lesson how to say cheers in Icelandic  
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Figure 59: Waterfall and a rainbow  
 

  

Figure 60: Rainbow and the blue church   
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Appendix D - Screenshots from 2021  
Advertisement 1: Looks like you need Iceland - Winter edition  from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2GMU2fW1xI  

The attached screenshots are only the ones which are not part of the Looks like you need Iceland 

video from 2020.  
 

   

Figure 61: Sunrise, two of the main characters are waking up  
 

 Fig

Figure 62: Outdoor winter sport activities  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2GMU2fW1xI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R2GMU2fW1xI
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Figure 63: Winter waterfall  
 

  
 

  

Figure 64:  Erupting geyser symbol of letting out of the suppressed emotions 
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 Figure 65: A traveler and a landscape  
 

 Figure 66: A landscape and the slogan: “Inspired by Iceland”  
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Advertisement 2: Looks Like You Need An Adventure  from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RR_D9_laZk 

 

 

 

  

Figure 67: The signer starts singing and the continues eating in their pandemic sweatpants  

 Figure 68: The exercising man and the singer  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-RR_D9_laZk&ab_channel=InspiredbyIceland
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Figure 69: Cleaning the spilt coffee while Ragna Kjartansdottir raps  

 Figure 70: The woman who is brushing her teeth and Ragna Kjartansdottir  
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 Figure 71: The sweatpant boots and their owner in front of an Icelandic waterfall  
 

  
  

 Figure 72: The second sweatpant boots transformation and a happy tourist hiking  
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 Figure 73: After the transformation, the man is enjoying the pure natural water  
 

  

 Figure 74: The transformed pants in Iceland, the couple is enjoying a hotspring instead of 

watching TV  
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Figure 75: Ragna in front of a waterfall  
 

  

Figure 76: The man dancing next to a small stream instead of cleaning at home  
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 Figure 77: The symbol of the COVID-19 pandemic  
 

  

Figure 78: The symbol of the COVID-19 pandemic is turned into hiking shoes  
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Figure 79: A happy tourist dancing in the ice cave with new sweatpant shoes  

 Figure 80: A happy tourist dancing in front of an erupting volcano with new sweatpant shoes 
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Figure 81: A happy tourist in front of a waterfall with new sweatpant shoes  

 Figure 82: Ragna Kjartansdottir riding an Icelandic horse in the nature  
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 Figure 83: Ragna’s sweatpants are turned into shoes as well  
 

  
  

 


